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Deeply-embedded systems (deployed in human body, with computer programs sending and receiving sensitive data and performing data mining for the decisions) are increasingly popular, but the security and privacy issues are not fully understood and studied. For example, issues relating to the confidentiality/integrity/availability/privacy of implantable and wearable medical devices, secure and private big data analytics, acquisition, and storage, privacy-preserving data mining, secure machine-learning, cyber physical systems security, and security of hardware and software systems used for databases (with diverse societal contexts) are critical, and can be challenging to address due to their unique constraints and usage model. Existing systems for such computations would need to be transparently integrated into sensitive environments-the consequent size and energy constraints imposed on any security solutions are demanding. Thus, unique challenges arise due to the sensitivity of computation processing, need for security in implementations, and assurance “gaps.”

This special issue is dedicated to the identification of techniques designed for embedded systems and cyberphysical systems, such as emerging cryptographic solutions applicable to extremely-constrained, sensitive infrastructures. We received 35 submissions for this special issue, of which 4 have been accepted (acceptance rate ~11.45 percent). Each paper went through a rigorous peer review process, in addition to multiple follow-up rounds with the authors. A summary of the papers is provided below.

In “Towards a Reliable Detection of Covert Timing Channels over Real-Time Network Traffic”, the authors from University of Nebraska-Lincoln presented a way of detecting covert timing channels over real-time network traffic. Specifically, the authors leveraged three different non-parametric statistical tests to generate statistical test scores that differ between overt and covert traffic inter-packet delays.

In “Towards a Reliable Detection of Covert Timing Channels over Real-Time Network Traffic”, researchers from University of Nebraska-Lincoln and Florida Atlantic University presented a system-level mutual authentication approach that allows the hardware to authenticate the firmware and the firmware to verify the identity of the hardware, using two secure protocols, TIDP and TIDS, proposed in the paper.

In “Towards a Reliable Detection of Covert Timing Channels over Real-Time Network Traffic”, the authors from Imperial College London presented a wavelet transform-based approach designed to detect malicious data injections in wireless sensor networks. The approach allows one to distinguish malicious interference due to faulty behaviours.

Despite the significant amount of efforts devoted to addressing embedded and cyber physical system security, there are a number of challenges that remain to be addressed. Potential topics for future research would include:

- Advances in Health-care IT and cyber-physical medical systems security and privacy
- Green cryptography for deeply-embedded data security
- Smart building security and spatial/temporal privacy preservation
- Privacy in cyber physical systems
- Secure and trustable cyber-physical systems
- Emerging cryptographic computing schemes for embedded security
- Novel anonymous sensitive data handling and restricted computing methods in cyber physical systems
- Novel deeply-embedded computing reliability methods
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